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Preparing the Data 



Autism fMRI images using ABID Dataset 

ABIDE is a collaboration of 16 international imaging sites

that have aggregated and are openly sharing

neuroimaging data from 539 individuals suffering from

ASD and 573 typical controls.







FRQI & NEQR

The goal of the Flexible Representation
of Quantum Images (FRQI) allows an
efficient encoding of the classical
data into a quantum state and the
subsequent use of operators for
image processing operations

The Novel Enhanced Quantum
Representation NEQR was created
to improve over FRQI by leveraging
the basis state of a qubit sequence to
store the image's grayscale value



QPIE
The QPIE representation uses the probability amplitudes of a quantum state to store the pixel 
values of a classical image. 



Challenge 
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Mathod 2：3DCNN and
3DQCNN
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Conclusion and future work
● QSVM have an huge advantage on features’ learning process compared to classical 

SVM. The training dataset reacehed 90% accuracy with stable performance. (SVM only 
reached 75% and unstable.) However, there is a image pre-processing issue need to be 
done in our future work.

● 3DQNN can speed up the learning process (less iteration) than classical 3DCNN in our 
current stage. However, there is a over-fitting need to be solved in our futurework. 
(training dataset reached 90%, test dataset only reached 50%)

● Two promising QML framework have already developed. The next step will collaborate 
with experts in the field of fMRI to deal with issue in data pre-processing.

● When everything is well-settled, we can run those on a real QC



Thank you for your attention!!!


